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1.

Safety and station update

As we enter the last quarter of 2015 we reflect on what has been a challenging but
record breaking year for Dungeness B.

Martin B Pearson
Station Director

In the first quarter of 2015 we secured a ten-year plant life extension, securing 550
permanent jobs as well as hundreds of contract work and continued annual
investment of over £40 million into the local economy. We celebrated completion of
the second quarter with four breaker to breaker runs (running continuously between
refuelling outages) with the successful completion of our statutory outage. An outage
performance that was without doubt our best outage performance for many years.
And, finally in the third quarter of 2015 we celebrated 100,000 visitors to our EDF
Energy visitor centres and were delighted to welcome our CEO Vincent De Rivaz to the
Station.

However, I am disappointed to report that we had four Total Recordable Injury Rate
events during the first three quarters of the year. These, were not lost time injuries but due to needing medical
treatment have been recorded as such. You can find more detail on these under point four of this report.
I can also confirm that the site security separation preparations continue in line with the agreed separation date
of February 2016

2.

Environmental events

There have been no environmental events at Dungeness B during the third quarter of 2015.
• The Environment Agency visited site towards the end of September for a routine inspection for
compliance with the station's environmental permit.
• Ongoing monitoring of groundwater in the boreholes under review has tracked no tritium* levels above
the reporting level agreed with the Environment Agency.
• Four employees at Dungeness B power station received a small dose of radiation*** whilst completing
work in one of our maintenance areas. The skin dose was at very low levels, less than 10% of what is
known as a “significant dose”**. It was identified immediately by routine monitoring which all
employees undertake as they leave an area where there is a potential for radiation, and did not spread
outside of the controlled area. Our team of health physics experts assisted and ensured the employees
were supported. The employees are now back to work as normal. Despite the extremely low levels, EDF
Energy is taking this event very seriously and a full investigation will take place as to why this event
occurred.
*Tritium - a naturally occurring radioactive form of hydrogen that is produced in the atmosphere when
cosmic rays collide with air molecules. As a result, tritium is found in very small or trace amounts in
groundwater throughout the world. Tritium emits a weak form of radiation, a low-energy beta particle
similar to an electron. The tritium radiation does not travel very far in air and tritium radiation cannot
penetrate the skin. Tritium is a by-product of generating nuclear power and as such our nuclear power
plants routinely and safely release dilute concentrations of tritiated water. These authorised releases are
closely monitored by the Environment Agency. The levels of tritium that are discharged are heavily diluted.
To put into perspective, the level of radiation in the discharge is about the same as eating half a brazil nut.
**A “significant dose” - is classed as 1 millisievert (mSv). The employees above received less than 10% of
that. The average annual radiation dose for those living in the UK is 2.6 millisieverts (mSv), 85% of which
comes from natural sources such as rocks, the sun and radon in the air. To put in to context, a person
receiving a single CT scan of the chest would receive an approximate radiation dose of 7 millisievert (mSv).
with a person flying a transatlantic flight is typically 0.08 millisievert (mSv).
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***Radiation - a general term referring to any sort of energy that can travel through space either
as a wave or a particle. The earth is naturally radioactive, so is the air we breathe, the food we
eat and the ground we stand on. It is only when we are subjected to relatively large doses of
radiation that it becomes a danger to life or health.

3.

Emergency arrangements

The following emergency exercises are scheduled to take place during quarter 4:
•

13 Oct 15 - Shift exercise. 0930 to 1230 hrs only

•

27 Oct 15 - Central Control Room exercise.

•

10 Nov 15 - Shift exercise.

•

24 Nov 15 - Shift exercise.

•

8 Dec 15 - Shift exercise.

We now routinely test our emergency alarms on a weekly basis, usually a Thursday morning.

4.

Station events

Four Total Recordable Injury Response (TRIR) events have been recorded for Dungeness B in 2015. The TRIR classification
refers to any lost time injuries, restricted work injuries or medical treatments.
•
•
•
•

Contract Partner - Crane technician sustained a hairline fracture on their left hand during a crane
maintenance activity.
Contract Partner - Whilst walking from their office tripped on GRP flooring on North Site, due to the nature
of the fall he required some dental treatment.
EDF Energy Employee - Whilst exiting a work area a cubicle door slammed shut on their right forefinger
causing a laceration and fracture.
EDF Energy Employee - Whilst attending off-site fire team training the Individual sustained a knee ligament
injury.

There have been no INES 1 (International Nuclear Events Scale) events reported for 2015 to date.

5.

Generation summary

*Unit 21
Remained at nominal power for a majority of the third quarter. The Unit was most recently shut down for a
planned ten day refuelling outage. Unit 21 was successfully synchronised to grid on Monday 28 September at
05.44.
*Unit 22
On 1 May at 19:50 Unit 22 began its Statutory Outage. The Unit was synchronised to grid after completing a
110 day outage on 20 August 17:41. It was decided on Monday 31 August to take the Unit off-line for a short
outage in order to rectify some vibration issues on the Main Boiler Feed Pump.
Both Units have generated steadily for the remainder of the third quarter of 2015
*A Unit refers to a reactor and its generating turbine
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6.

Community relations

Our Visitor Centre continues to thrive with us welcoming over 1,133 visitors from the community
during the third quarter of the year.
Visits to Dungeness B can be arranged by contacting dungenessbtours@edf-energy.com or 01797 343728.
Quarter 3 Highlights:
July




New Romney Country Fayre
Alexia Padgham attends Dungeness B’s Woman's Network Inaugural event as guest
Lydd Railway Crossing Clear Up – A goodwill gesture following a request from a local councillor

August
 Hythe Venetian Fate (Mobile Visitor Centre attended)
 Aldington Soap Box Derby
 Blooming Great Tea Party

September
 Chief Executive Officer – Vincent De Rivaz celebrates 100,000 visitors at Dungeness B
 End of Outage celebrations
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7.

Company news

New apprentices start four-year training scheme
The company has welcomed its latest intake of apprentices, when the group of 50 first years met for
the first time on a team bonding week in the Lake District.
The apprentices tackled an array of outdoor activities, but also had a chance to meet up with their new
colleagues before they started at HMS Sultan the company’s training facility near Portsmouth.
After two years, the apprentices return to their base sites for the final part of the training programme. The
search for the 2016 apprentices starts on November 2, with full details on the EDF Energy website.

Making science a serious option for teenage girls
A new programme by EDF Energy aims to change teenage girls’ perceptions of science and inspire them to
pursue science-based careers
Research commissioned by EDF Energy reveals that 32% of girls aged between 11 and 16 do not think they are
clever enough to become a scientist and that boys are five times more likely than girls to want to be engineers,
despite evidence that many girls enjoy science at school
EDF Energy is working with Liz Bonnin, Florence Adepoju, Jenny Griffiths and its own employees, to
provide inspirational role models for young girls in the UK. A series of events will be taking place across the
country to support the campaign
Regards,

Martin B Pearson
Station Director
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